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CHAPTLR I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the {jtudy
The aim of this study is to obtain knowledge regarding
some of the problems of medical-social planning among the age
group from fifty to sixty-five years as seen in Boston City
Hospital. The study seei^ to analyze some of the medical
social service given, as it is recorded, and to evaluate the
availability ana use of resources. It also seeKs to find
v/ays of alleviating unfavorable conditions anu imj roving the
Quality or extending tne service of the medical social worker
to this age group. This thesis v/iij. aim to evalut^te the emo-
tional components of illness among the group studied to offer
suggestions for better understanaing of them by the medical
social worker.
This age group was selected because the average duration
of life has steadily increased due to advances in medical
science, ivs a result, tne .:eriod in which j3hysical degenera-
1
tion may be expected is longer and more significant, iicience
enables more people to grow to older ages by giving them a
healthier start in life. Yet little has been done to allevi-
ate the problems of declining strength and capacity, although
physicians recognize that somev^here during the epoch of
1 "The Money Value of a Man", Metropolitan Life In-
surance Com )any-Statistical Bulletin , j-.ug \.is t , 1 6
.
II
I i
middle age specific disorders associated with txie aging of a
i^-'erson begin.
There are indications oi x^ublic consciousness ol tixe in-
creasing size of the old age group and that there are result-
ant social problems. Unfortunately, the method of attacking
these problems has not maintained a proportionate tempo.
Extension of the life span has made it ])ossible for man
to remain relatively indeoendent and socially productive for
a longer period. This possibility has afiected the social
philosophy of the nation accoraingly to maite greater economic
and social demands upon the aging individual.
Public awareness from widely publicizea scientific t^rti-
cles concerning the decline of the functions of raan^s organs
and faculties should have led to greater defense mebsures.
Sensible re^^soning indicates the neeo. of iiel- ing the aging
individual to properly adapt his mode oi life to meet these
changes rather than to wait for tiie period when human changes
are more rapio. and more traumatic.
Scone of the Study
This study is based upon an analysis of fifty-five re-
corded cases from the Department of Social V/ork at the Boston
City Hospital, These cases were selected from the caseloads
of two medical social workers. One worker coverec surgical
wards and the other covered medical wards. These caseloads
are representative of the casev/ork done by other medical so-
cial workers within tne hospital.

All recorded cases belonging to patients v/ithin the age
group from fifty to
. sixty-five years, who were on these ser-
vices during the period from January 1, 1946 through December
21, 1946, were selected for study,
No additional data from medical records or other sources
has been used in determining the problems of the patients and
tne services given.
Method of gathering data
The cases selected for study have been evaluated by
means of a schedule which tils dra\^m up to cover the points
mentioned in the Purpose of tne SfLidy, From tiie information
obtained tables were made giving statistical data useful in
drawing conclusions, Tne schedule sougnt to inciCdte diag-
noses, prognoses, degrees of disability, and the need, use,
and adequacy of the resources used, Emotional factors af-
fecting planning and final disuosition were reviev/ed to the
extent that they were recorded.
Consultation ^-/ith administrative i)ersonnel, doctors from
the medical staff, and otiier social workers at the Hospital
has aided the study. v.;ritten material concerning tne prob-
lems of the age group as seen in hospital settings has also
added to the background of information needed for the study.
The monthly statistical sheets sho\,'ing all recorded
cases of the two medical social vvorkers were checked to de-
termine their total caseloads. These cases had been referred
fruin i.ards five ana six of the II Medical fcervice and Wards

three ana four of tiie III Meclicul Service. From the III Sur-
gical Service (General Surgery) cases were selected from
Wards five, six and seven. From the VI SuTgical Service (Or-
thopedic Surgery) Wards one, two, ana seven v/ere usea for the
selection of cases.
Limitations of the Stud?/
This study is limited by the inadeouacy of tne material
in many records, tiie lacK of information concerning follov/-up
service, and the paucity of full general social summary as
routine procedure v/ith each patient. The lack of reference
material for additional information concerning tne medical
and concurrent social needs of this particular age group has
also been a hanoicap.
Though these cases are re^jresentative of cono.xtions
found among patients at Boston City Hospital, it must be re-
alized that the patient group at this hospital is in general
prescribed by certain regulations regarding eligibility for
admission.
III
CHiiPTER II
TH£i HOfePITAL SETTING
To uncierstc.nd the r-i^tlent group it is hel.:ful to imovv
something of the setting in tvhich they are confined, Boston
City Hospital is a large general hospital established to treat
1
patients suffering from c^orable diseases. It is located in
a part of the city known as the South End. This has become,
in general, a morning house section uopul.ited by a low income
group. The area h,bs also become somev/hat ind ustrio lized
.
The Hospital is intended primarily to serve persons hav-
ing a legal settlement in the City of Boston, regardless of
their income;. Legal settlement is obtained by persons ever
the age of twenty-one years '/ho have been living five contin-
uous years in the City without receiving air^. The same
length of time is required to lose settlement, olicy re-
garding admission of patients states that tnt hospital v'ill
admit persons nonresident ano not settled in Boston only as
private patients, i.e. paying patients in private rooms, Un-
settleri j'ersons residing in Boston may also be admitted as
paying patients. Yet "all accident or emergency cases shall
be received at ell hours, rigiit or day, irrespective of set-
2
tlemenf, i'O person v.h^Lc case is judgea incarable shall be
1 Directory of Social Resources of Greater Boston.
li;)4P, Greater Boston Community Council.
Z The Sixty-seventh Annual Report of the Trustees
of the Boston City Hospital, li;..:l.

admitted to the Hospital, unless there are urgent symptoms
which appear capable of being rf;lieveG.
Since this hospital is a city institution it ib inuos-
sible for it to be completely selective in tne aamibsion of
patients as shovm by the many accident cases for ?mom eligi-
bility cannot be established for some time, as a civic hos-
pital it bears the brunt of all such organizations in that
undesired patients denied admissions to private institutions
are automatically shunted to the Boston City Hospital, There
fore the patients in this study represent a good random se-
lection of this age group,
Boston City Hospital is supporteri mainly by tax funds.
Pue to this fact, lege. lly settled patients uucble to pay for
hospitalization are given free care on the wards. There was
an income from paying patients of less than Toior per cent of
the total operating cost in 134:^, i ccording to figures from
the annual report for that year the total operating expense
of the Hospital was |"3,216,351,80 and the income from paying
patients was *M£8,0C-)7 .09, These statistics provide a clue
to the general economic status of the patient group,
E The jLighty-Second Annual Report of the Trustees
of the Boston City Hospital, 1946.

CHi-.PTLR III
DI:,SCRIFTION OF TdL Px-.TIEiiT GRuUP
Gerifcral Discussion oi' tne ..ge Group
The study of geriatrics, the care of the aged, has been
extended and intensified during the past fe. years cue to the
problems that have presented themselves in an aging popula-
tion. For the most part research wa.s done with the age group
that begins at sixty-five years. There is a dearth oi in-
formation about the pre-geriatric group. Yet within this
group are additional problems as well as many of the medical-
social problems of the older age group which are mor^. intensi
fied, it is s7ithin the age group from fifty to sixty-five
that a preventive approach to the problem of geriatrics is in
dicated, Luch an approach would seeK to ^jrevent premature
deterioration, vith its subsequent actual organic disease,
tiirough constructive health programs which v/ould attack dis-
ease in its incipient stages.
The emotional components of illness would be deeper in
this age group which our society expects to be economically
and socially productive. Fear of illness is alv/ays great.
When it implies financial insecurity at a time jjhen u. man's
prospective earning capacity and his work: span is lessened
there is tangible reason for such fear.
"Of the five leading causes of death in our country,
four—heart disease, cancer, cerebral hemorrhage, and nephri-
tis are diseases characteristic of micUile life and olc. age.
4
a.
In the same category are diabetes and arteriosclerosis v/hicn
rank aiDong the first ten causes of death... vhe .jational nealth
turvey indicates tha-c seventy
, er cent of oersons permanently
l'
disabled are at ages forty-five or higher."
The daily impact of modern life is more detrimental to
all men past fifty than to men of thirty years. "i.s life ad-
vances, the perfection of action of the inherent regulatory
functions diiijinishes : people become more susce\.tible to heat
and cola, and the capacity of tne circulatory system to adapt
2
itself grows less."
Because Boston City Hospital functions primarily to meet
the medical needs of Boston residents unable to obtain private
or other hospital care it is of interest to obtain a general
descriptive picture of the patient group. This should show
more objectively the background factors i^'hich are affected by
the patient's hospitalization. Examples of these are mode of
living, number of dependents, and factors influenciiig the fa-
cility with vifhich medical neeas can be obtainec, such as finan-
cial resources. In a later section the emotional component of
disease as it affects the patient and the carrying out of rjeoi-
cal recommendations villi be presented. That material y/ill shovy
the subjective elements as recordeo. froiij interviews with the
i-atients
.
1 "Health Problems of an Aging Population", Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company—^statistical j-)Uj.letin, -leceiiiber.
1j4o.
2 Georee Lawton. editor, i^e., Goals for Old ^.ge, l. 77.

Dlatrlbutlon of Patients by Sex
Among the fifty-five patients studied at the Boston City
Hospital thirty-eight or seventy per cent were males and sev-
enteen or thirty per cent were females. This is significant
because it indicates that the medical social v/orker works with
over twice as many men as v^omen patients in this age group
and the problems of each sex differ. In arranging for conva-
lescent care of patients the matter of their sex can be a
problem. Many nursing homes are limited to accepting only
one sex. V.'ith the scarcity of nursing homes there may be de-
lays in finding vacancies for either sex at the time they are
ready for discharge. This means further delay on the ward
for the patient.
In family groups the wage -earner is usually the man.
The strain of loss of income during his illness may be far
greater upon the entire unit than vrhen the wife is ill, v;hen
she is ill the problem to the family generally concerns house-
keeping matters.
It has been shwwn that the mortality rate of women is
3
much lower than for men. From this fact it might be assumed
that women suffer to a lesser extent from degenerative diseases
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION BY S^X OF THE FIFTY-FI^/E PATIEK"^3 STUDIED
Sex Medical Surgical Total
28 27
Males 20 18 38
Females 8 9 17
3 Malford V/, Thewlis, The Care of the Aged, (St,
Louis; The G. V. Mosby Company, 19^2,)
421
Sources of Income
The patients xvhcse records were selecteo for study had
been receiving v/t.rd service at Boston City Hospital. Tne
V'jards in the Hospital arc intended for use by patients unable
to pay for r^rivt'te or otiier hosi^ital care. For this reason
the economic aspects of tiieir hospitalization has grett sig-
nificance ,
A study of the sources of income of each atient shows
that only one Datient was living on his savings alone. None
of the patients had steady independent income. Ten i.atients
were receiving some foriii of Lmblic aid. Five i^atients re-
ceived pensions, and five v/ere being su^.:i.ortec' by relatives.
The reniaining thirty-four, sixty-one per cent of the group
studied, relied upon tneir emrloyinent for income. Four of
this last group had to supplement their earnings by using
their savings.
The availability of funds to meet an individual's needs
is alv/ays a major factor in rlanning. In the event of hospi-
talization, the average patient is deprivec: of his income for
the duration of his illness and his convalescence. If the
patient does not have funo.s available for his care, it be-
comes the responsibility of tne medical social worker to seek
resources which will provide for the rjc.tient»s neeo.L . "Con-
4
valescent care is both a social and an economic roblem."
4 Proceeaings of tne Conference Held Under tne iius-
nices of the Committee on Public Health Relations of the I-iew
York Academy of Meo.icine, Convalescent care , 1940.

From the statistics in Table II it can . be seen thc.t the need
is great for financial heir;, for the patients in tne agt.- gvoun
studied at Boston City Hobpi'cal,
In cases of chronic illness ?/herein the ];eriod of incapa-
city is of long duration, oerhaps u'erinanent, the need for fi-
nancial abtistance is greatly extended. In the uo-tional *
Health Survey, thirty-three per cent of persons V;ith chronic
disease were bet-'7eon the ages of forty-five ano. sixty-five
years of age. This problem is most serious 'in the jt,-roc'uctive
years of life, "The inciaence of chronic disability as v.-ell
as the net:d for medical aid, that is medical care v/ithout pay-
ment or with part payment, is much more serious among the lov;
5
income groups,"
The philosophy of tiie American peop'le has helped to es-
tu-blish through legislation and general policy the age of re-
tirement at sixty-five years. This is seen in the Feoeral
Social Security Act ui-der the Ola Kgfc and Survivors Insurance
and the Old Age ^Assistance programs. The average man or wo-
man who relies upon his employment for his source of income is
tnerefore expected to be economically productive during the
years from fifty to sixty-five.
In studying the nunber of patients with savings it ap-
pears that only six male patients of the fifty-five patients
studied had any savings. Five of these had lesL than thirty
5 Mary C. Jarrett, "Cc.re of the Chronically 111 of
Cleveland and Cuyahoga County," Cleveland: The Ben.'jamin Rose
Institute
,
May 20, 1944, p, 5,

Table ii
SOURCPiS OF INCOFiE OF
THE FIFTY-FIVj:. PATIji^NTS STUDIED
Source of Income
.
Males Females Total
S8 17 55
Emtiloyment
Employment
plus Savings
Savings
Family
Spouse
Children
Pensions
Veteran '
s
Veteran *s Widow
Veteran's plus
Soldier's Welfare
City
i?elfare
Dependent Aid
Aid to the Blind
Aid for Dependent
Children
25 7 50
4 4
1 1
1 54
1 1
1 1ill112
1 1
4 4 8
1 1
1 1

dollars apiece. The sixth patient had been forced by illness
to retire to his own business. Though the amount of his sav-
ings is not mentioned in the record, the recorded information
concerning planning for future needs after discharge indicat-
ed that he '.7ould be forced to b. ortion this amount frugally
to have it meet his needs at home for many months. Only one
female patient had any Scvings. Tnese were in txie form of war
bonds having a total face value of - -00. This sum v;ould be
easily absorbed by her needs before siie could return to work,
as she required many months of convalescence after discharge,
"Illness and disability constitute the greatest single
6
cause of economic insecurity and dependency today." It is an
acknowledged fact that there is a close link between poverty
and illness, r.ieeting current consumption neeas is only part
of a wage earner's responsibility. In addition he has the ob-
ligation to make urovision for himself and his dependents for
7
the time vmen he cannot earn. To "Save for a rainy day" is a
basic American tenet v/hich implies protection during a period
of loss of income.
The facts learned from reviewing the availability of sav-
ings as a resource at the time of illnest is significant.
This study shows that not one patient had sufficient savings
6 Massachusetts Central Health Council, Should Social
Security be Extended Furtner into the Fields of Med iC c.l Care
and Hospital Service ? 194^.
,
7 "Measuring Family Responsibility", Metropolitcn
Life Insurcince Comi^any—Statistical Bulletin. May, 1946,
1'l
I
to meet his total needs for the daro.tion of his incapacity.
Each was forced to rely u-on hel- froin outside sources such
as Special funas, public c.ssj.stance, and ^.rivate agency
grants. Although tne nation had endeavored to provide securi-
ty fur its citizens through the Social Security >ict of la-S
and various vvorKmen's compensation .-Tograms, it had not sub-
stantially dealt v/ith tne uroblem of insecurity caused by
8
sickness
.
TABLt; III
AMOUTjTS Oi- SAVIWGb
OF THE
FIFTY-FIVE P^TIELTs STUDIED
Savings Male Female Total
No Savings o2 16 48
Under f 50 5 5
$51-^100
.fl01-$150 1 1
Limited 1 1
Marital Status and Dependents
The marital status of a patient helps to determine plan-
ning for nis cure u-^on discharge. Id several cases, aiuong the
married patients, tne raeaical recommenaation for nursing home
Care which could not be adequately provided at home created
great emotional disturbance in tne oatient ano his family,
8 Arthur C. Bachmeyer, li.D,, an; Gernarc. Hartman, PhD
editors, Hospital in Modern Society , pp. 705-709
j
This involved further delay on the v/ard. In one case a pa-
tient was living in a two room ajartment with his married
daughter before he v/as adiiiittea to the Hospital. Rest and
very limited activity were recomuended by the doctor for his
Car.e. The daughter could not provide hirn with this care, nor
with adequate environmental conditions, due to tneir cramped
quarters. It vvas necessary for the patient to go to Tewks-
bury for institutiontl care. In another case, the wife feared
the disease and the type of care it necessitated. Tne pa-
tient was unwilling to go elsewhere for care. Kuch interpre-
tation concerning the nature of tne disease and v^hat was in-
volved in its care had to be given before tne wife agreed to
have tne patient return to his home. Her negative attitude
caused much delay in meeting the needs of tne patient,
Among some of tne single patients it Wc.s necessary to
arrange for nursing home care despite the fact tnat the pa-
tient merely needeo to have his meals [prepared for him. This
was due to the fact that most of tne siiLf^le patients lived
alone in rooming houses.
In the group of fifty-five patients studied, the single
patient comprised the largest group; (See Table IV) . There
were twenty-three single patients, over forty per cent of the
entire group. Of these, eleven v.rere males ano. twelve were fe-
males. There were eleven, or t enty per cent, v/ho were mar-
riec , Eight of these were males. Of the twelve who were
widowed five were males. Tyjo males and five females were

separated; and tvrc patients v^ere divorced, both males.
In many instances the husband or wile d'.n oiler grei^t
assistance in planning for tne patient. An example of this
fact is tne case of a man for v/hc<m terminal care in a cancer
hospital V7as recommended. He v^^as eager to return to his home.
This v/as not possible because his v/ife had to work to support
herself and she could not give him care. It was only from her
that he coula acce-^t the inter; rotation of the need for such
care
,
TABLE IV
B/iARITAL L>T..TU£
of the
FIFTY-FIVl, PATI^LTb STUDIED
Marital Status Males Feuales Total
Total 58 1'/ 55
Single 11 12 2Z
Married 8 11
'.Vidowed 5 7 12
Separated 2 5 7
Divorced 2 2
From these figures it can be seen that the medical socib.1
worker could not C'.unt fcn the assistance of a spouse in ^.lan-
ning for patients in more than twenty per cent of the cases
that fall within the age group studied.
Seven of the eleven married patients had dependents. One
cI
patient had seven, tv/o held one each, t^^'0 had tv/o each; and the
remaining tv/o niarried patients had iour and five respectively.
One single patient had two dependents, his mmarried, elderly
sisters. The other patient v/ith dependents was a ividower,
who, had been supporting his widowed daughter and her young
child
.
There are many emotional ft. ctors involved in planning for
the care of patients v/ith dependents. The figures in Table V
indicate that this problem is most frequently met in work v/ith
married patients. In families of lov; economic status, in ad-
dition to frequently having to provide financial help for the
patient, it is often necessary to work out plans for the care
of his dependents. Such planning involved time in interpret-
ing resources to both patient and family, making referral to
specific agencies, and time in preparing social summaries to
facilit t£ referral.
TaBL^ V
NUMBtll OF DEi^EMDEhTb nliiOllG
TK'-J FIFTY-FIVE PATIEWTb STUDIED
# of Pe. endents 0 1 3 4 6 7
Marital Status
Single
Married
*/Vidowed
4
11
7
2
1
2
1
1 1 1
Separated
Divorced
46 2 4 1 1 1

In the case of the man v;ith seven dependents it v/as ne-
cessary to refer the family for Aid to Dependent Children. To
prove their eligibility for such assistance a summary proving
the patient's inability to support them due to physical inca-
pacity had to be prepared by the medical social worker. In ad-
dition, arrangements had to be made to provide care in a chron-
ic hospital for the patient and the means of transportation
for the family to visit the patient. The matter of visiting
was vital to the emotional v;elfare of both the patient and the
family.
Mode of Livinpr.
Illness fosters dependency and the mode of living of the
patient therefor affects the carrying out of medical recom-
mendations following discharge. The patient vrho lives alone
in a rooming house generally has to meet his own needs. Reli-
ance upon well-intentioner! friends and relatives living apart
from him does not offe^ much security. Vfithin a home where
there are relatives or ftiends the personal emotional rela-
tionships and attitudes toward the illness must be evaluated
in making plans. Ohronic illness is another factor that can
affect home care. It involves much strain because of the pro-
longed need of the patient.
In one case the wife had been caring for the patient who
had been suffering for several years from a chronic disease.
The strain of waiting upon him and of vorking as a seamstress
to supplement their meager income from Dependent Aid caused

her to have a physical breakdoim. By nature of the course of
tne disease, the patient could do less and less for nimself
and institutional care had to be arrangea by the uiedical so-
cial worker, A long delay v/cs involved in making these ar-
rangements, during ^7hich time the -.'ife and a niece also pre-
sented information concerning the patient's need to the insti-
tution in which admission was sought.
Table vi
;;I0DE OF LIVIi G OF TJ£E
FIFTY-FIVE PATIi'ii^iTc STUDIED
Mode of
Living kales Females Total
Alone 23 IS 56
Family 12 5 15
Friends 3 3
Nursing Home 1 1
Thirty-six, or sixty-five per cent, of the patients
studied lived alone. Fifteen lived vvitn their families.
Three shared the homes of friends and one was admitted to the
Hospital from a nursing home. From these figures it is ap-
parent that in a major proportion of referrals to social ser-
vice the social worker must v^ork alone to xlnd adequate re-
sources for care of patients at the time of discharge. Al-
though many patients had received adequate interpretation of
the need for nursing home care, they were most eager to return

to the normalcy of familiar surroujioings, whether a small room
in a rooming house or better. It is not uncommon to have the
patient express the idea that in so doing he ?7ill feel inde-
pendent again. Learning to be dependent when the physical
condition of a person demands it can be difficult. It offends
an individual's self-esteem to have to rely upon others.
Helping the patient to more easily accept this need is im-
portant. It is generally recognized that a sick person liv-
ing alone suffers through lacK of service, B'ear and depres-
9
sion occur when the patient lacKS understanding companionship.
In many instances faulty environment was tiie causative factor
of illness. It is the responsibility of the social worker to
appraise the patient's facilities for care to carry out the
10
medical recommendations of the physician. At times the
physician is aware of the environinentai inadequacies and they
are mentioned by him among his reasons for referring the pa-
tient to social service.
9 Janet Thornton and Marjorie 3, Knauth, The bocial
Com^ionent in Medical Care , pp. 18B-139,
10 Ernst P. Boas, The Uneeon Plague Ciironic Disease ,
pp . _ 66-72
.
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i CKaPTKR IV
li/iEDICiiL FINDINGS
Definition of Terms
At the beginning of any discussion concerninG degrees of
disability it is necessary to clarify terms. Tne average per-
son has some idea that a clironic illness lasts longer than an
acute one, but thoughts vary widely concerning any dividing
line bet¥/een the two. For the purposes of analysis and evalu-
ation of degrees of disabilitj?- of the fifty-five patients in
tne age grou]) studiec, it has been necessary to arbitrarily
set a definite standard of delimitation. The definitions of
acute and chronic diseases as set up by Dean Anderson of the
Boston University vSchool of Medicine will be used. They are
as follows: An acute disease is one in \vhich the patient re-
covers coffl;jletely in six to eight v^eeks, or the disease pro-
cess becomes inactive in that time, A chronic disease is one
in which the disease process remains active for more than six
to eight weeks, or it tends to recur, or to produce lasting
1
disability.
Three other terms used in classifying disability which
must be defined are ambulatory, bed-chair, and beo cases.
These terms are generally used by the ph^^sician in making his
medical recommendations for the convalescent care of the pa-
tient. An ambulatory patient is able to v/alk around a house
1 Mrs- 8 el ma Bridces. Lecturer. Social Implications
of Some Medical Diseases .Boston University School of Social
Work, January, 1947,

although he may be unable to climb stairs. In this study
those patients frora the orthopedic surgical services v. ho could
walk about on crutches, although not allowed weight bearing,
are described as ambulatory. Bed-cnair patients are those who
cans pend several hours a day seated on a chair, even if it i
necessary for theni to be assisted from the bed to the cnair.
In some instances these -atients can v/alk fcv brief distances
and are allowed bathrouiii privileges. Bee- patients require
complete nursing care in bed.
These terms are also significant in making I'inancial ar-
raiLgements for nursing care as rates for care are basec. upon
tne varying neec s for nursing service as indicated by tnese
definitions of disability.
Degrees of Disability
TABLE VII
DEGRiiiES OF DISABILITY
OF TIIE FIFTY-FIVE PATIENTS STUX^IED
Degree of Ivied ict.l Surgical Total
Disability
Acute 1 1
Chronic 28 26 54
Ambulatory B 10 18
Bed-chair 12 11 23
Bed 8 6 14
The social and medical imolications of cnronic disease
1 1»
4
are countless because the prevalence of cnronic disease in-
creases v/ith age. The problem is one of tne productive years
of life. Nationwide Public Health surveys have shovm that
thirty-three per cent of the persons .'ith cnronic ilxness were
2
in the age group betv/een forty-five and sixty-four years.
Aside from the emotional and mental maladjustments of chronic
illness are the great problems of personal anc financial de-
pendency. There is a close link between poverty ana Ciironic
illness. The chronically ill patient can seldom pay for his
hospital care. More than fifty per cent of tne hospital beds
in the United btates are occupiec oy patients suffering from
•k
chronic physical and mental disorders. This would indicate
that the chronically ill place a heavy burden upon the com-
munity.
The most significant point shovm by Table VII is the fact
that only one patient in the group studied haa an acute ill-
ness. An eight v/eeks period has been used in tabulating the
statistics in this table. Although it was necessary'" to use
this arbitrary figure for computation purposes, note should be
made of the fact that the treatment period in some frc.cttire
cases is longer and generally such cases are not considered
cnronic when they go on to ujiion in the prescribed period of
treatment.
2 Ernst P. Boas, The Unseen Plague Chronic Disease
.
pp. 3-9.
5 Arthur C. Bachraeyer, M.D,, ano Gerhard Hartman, Ph.E
editors. The Hosoital in Modern S ociety. dd. 302-505
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IThe statistics also show that about one-third oi the
group were ambulatory at time oi discharge. This information
is important in its relationship to adequate planning for con-
valescent care. At the present tinie nursing home rates are
rising rapidly''. In past years most of the nursing homes ac-
cepted standards set up by Old Age Assistance policy allc?'ing
payment of forty-eight dollars per month for ambulatory pa-
tients, sixty-five dollars per montn for bed-cnair oatients,
and seventy-eight dollars per montn for full bed care of pa-
tients. This set of rates was used alLO for patients reouir-
ing financial assistance from other public agencies ai.d assis-
tance funds. Because of the increasing costs involved in run-
ning nursing hones and the scarcity of them they have become
more demanding in their rates. It is novv almost irapos;^ible to
obtain a vacancy in one for an ambulatory patient, and it is
"difficult to find one for a bed-chair patient because of tnese
rates. Most of tne homes which are recognized as being emo-
tionally and medically best equipped are demanding rates rang-
ing from to ^-55 per week. Among the ..^atient group studied
only twenty-five per cent were full bed oatients. As the de-
gree of care needed by patients who were restricted by their
need to adhere to assistance standards affected tne availabili-
ty of nursing home vacancies it also affected length of hos-
pitalization.
Table II shows that ten patients received welfare assist-
ance v)rior to hospitalization and thirty-iour were reliant upon

employaent to meet current needs. This inefc.ns that eighty per
cent of tjie groui: studied required financial aid to meet, nurs-
ing home needs. Under the section dealing vath edonuacy of
resources the roblerns involved in obtoining sucn c.ssistance
to meet nursing home rates v/ill be discussea.
Length of Hospitalization
The Boston City Hospital is a general hospital intended
primarily for tne treatment of acute illness. Patients v/ith
chronic disease generally go first to a general hospital for
diagnosis and some treatment. Ideally, the general hospital
v/hich must keep its wards clear to meet the immediate demands
of the acutely ill, should then be able to quickly transfer
chronic natients reauiring Drolonged treatment to hospitals
4
equipped to meet such need. Circumstances are such, at the
present time, that this does not occur. Some of the reasons
for this are due to lack of resources and long waiting periods
for admission to other institutions. These problems and otherj
are enlarged upon in the section on resources.
The per caoita cost per ward atient for the year 19413 in
5
the Boston C ity Hospital was $6,84 per day. The average cost
of care for a convalescent patient in a private home, a con-
valescent home, or in a hospital for cnronic care is less.
4. Artnur C. Baciinieyer , il, 1)., anv Gerhard hartman.
Ph. D., editors. The Hospital in Modern Society , p. 367.
5. Ei[';hty-second Annual Report of tne Trustees of the
Boi.ton City Hosoital, 1946.

Consequently, the sooner a patient can be moved from an acute
general hospital, the greater the gain to the comiTiunity
. Frc
the standpoint of hospital adiainistration the length of stay
of the patient on the v/ard is of great concern. Doctors and
social workers are also harassed by this prcb'.p-^.
From the standpoint of the patient, vvho 1^ the prime
consideration of the medical social v/orker anrl the hospital
in general, length of hospitalization is a most important
factor. One of his deepest concerns about his illness is in
terms of when he will get back to his routine duties, as has
been shoi/'.Ti under the section on fcouj:'ce of income, illness to
the greatest number of patients in the age grou^; studied at
Boston City Hospital means total loss of income. Worry con-
cerning his financial insecurity has direct bearing upon his
illness, Knoivledge of this effect of worry is iraportcnt to
e
those who plan to help the patient.
The figures shown in Table VIII indicate tiie length of
time spent on the wards by the patients. This table was di-
vided into t?^o sections; one presenting the patients on the
medical wards, end the other, those patients studied who were
on the surgicc.l wards. This division was made because the
raethocs of treatment involved in the field of orthopedic sur-
gery demand that the patient remain in the hospital, on the
average, for a longer period of time than the acutely ill
6 Arthur C, Bochmeyer, M, D,, eno Gerhard Hartman,
ph. D., editors. The Hospital in Modern Society
, pp.560-?67.
i
TABLP: VIII
NUlvIBER CF brhJsiT vvARD
BY THE
FIFTY I-IVi; PaTIMjTS STUDIED
Nurnber of Days Medical Surgical Total
I-10 0 2 2
II- '<:^0 Z 2 5
21-SO 5 6 11
51-40 5 14
41-50 8 19
51-60 1 5. 2
61-70 2 5 5
71-80 2 15
81-30 Oil
91-100 111
101-110 12 3
III-120 10 1
121-150 0-2 2
laj.-190 112
lJl-200 Oil
211-220 Oil
451-44 0 0 1 1

medicel patient. Some exL.mples of averape periods of fixa-
tion for frtctures, taken from a stanac.raizeQ Fractuxe fixa-
tion chart, set up by some of the doctors on the orthopedic
surgical services, to be used as a general guide demonstrate
this fact, Lovf leg fractures average trelve weeks. Frac-
tures of bones of the forearm have en average fixation period
from six to eight weeks. This chart also mentions that in
adults fixation is generally maintained on the average two
weeks longer than in the young,
"In the orthopedic field the greatest difficulty exists
for adults and adolescents who are discharged in rjlyster
casts or on crutches and v;ho are not able to move freely, or
to go up and doxvn stairs. Many convalescent homes refuse to
7
accept them,"
The figures shovm in Table VIII indicate the length of
time the patients spent on the v/ards , From them it is learned
that the modal grouj is forty-one to fifty days. The median
number of days is forty-six days, which means that the average
patient remained on the ward that length of time. On the sur-
gical wards the greatest number of patients stayed from three
to lour weeks. Cn the medical wards the greatest nujmber re-
mained approximately seven weeks. All the medical patients
remciired more than one '''eek, but tv:c of the surgical ratients
remained less than one ¥/eck. Thirteen patients, nine of xvhom
were surgical natients, remained over three months. One
7 Proceedings of the Conference Held Under the Aus-
pices of the Committee on Public Health Relations of the New
1?'ork Academy of Medicine, Convalescent Care. 1940

surgical patient remained on the vrard over fifteeii months.
This long stay xvas due to inadeauacy of resources for q^onval-
escent institutional care. The patient finally died while
still in the Hospital. He had been ready for riischarge one
month after his admission to the Hospital.
Information concerning lengths of stay of patients in
the Hospital is significant because it indicates, in general,
how long the social v/orker v;ill have to make plans for the
care of the patient upon discharge. There must be an aware-
ness of tne meaning of delayed discharge to the patient. The
financial strain can be intense for the patient at such times.
In the case of orthopedic impairment, v;hile vvaiting for the
fixation of a fracture, the patient may become bored and rest-
less because he is as mentally alert- and interested in things
outside himself as when he is rliysically sound. He may not
feel ill, despite some discomfort from the immobilization of
the injured limb. Nursing care rather than treatment by the
doctor is generally all that is needed after a certain point
.
and when the patient is not discharged at the time there is
waste of service from the doctors. These problems are but a
fev; of the many comi^lex problems involved.
Ma.jor Diagnoses
Most patients had more than one diagnosis but only the
major one v/as considered in classifying the type of disease.
The standaras formulated by tne National Conference on i^omen-
clature of Disease were used. They have been approved by all
29.

the leading national medical, surgical, hospital, and public
nedth associations and societies.
Over sixty per cent of all deaths now occur after the
age of forty-five and of this total nearly two-thirds ^re ac-
counted for by chronic diseases. "The leading cnronic dis-
eases in their order as causes of death are: heart diseases,
8
cancer, arteriosclerosis, high blood pressure and nephritis."
Tuberculosis, although only rifteentn in prevalence, is a ma-
jor cause of disability and death in the United iStates.
Two out of every hundred persons in the United
States have a perinanent orthopedic impoirinent of such a
serious nature that they are partially or completely
crippled, deformed, or paralyzed ... Incapacity' from these
conditions is two and a haj.f times as great in low in-
come groups as among the highest incoLie groups (^-SOOO and
over)
.
Almost one-third of tnese impairments are due to
accidents occurring ghile their victims were engaged in
gainful occupations,"'
Among the patient group studied, ten patients had a diag-
nosis shovfing cardiac involvement, seven suffered from cancer,
four had tuberculosis, one had diabetes, and one had chronic
bronchial bsthraa. There were twenty-two patients with ortho-
pedic impairments. Of this group, apr.roximatcly half had good
prognoses. Among tne twelve v/ith good prognoses for tneir
fractures there were four patients who had other chronic dis-
abilities such as: arthritis , radial palsy, chronic alcohol-
ism, anc\ old poliomyelitis impairment.
In reviev/ing the prognoses for tne total patient group
8 Ernst P. Eoas, The Unseen Plague Chronic Disea se.
p. 8.
9 Ibid, p. lb-

TABLE IX
MAJOR DIAGNOSES AND PROGNOSES
DF THE
FijTY-FIVE PkTIENTs STUDIED
Case # Diagnoses Prognoses
Diseases of the Husculo-skeletal system
Diseases ciue to trauma
1 Fracturea left femoral neck, tair
non-union
2 Fractured dorsal luiubar vertebrae Good
3 Intracondylar fractujre, right femur Good
4 Fracture both bones right lov^er leg Good
5 Fractured dorsal vertebra Fair
6 Fractured oscalsis, right Good
7 Frtcturecl intertrochanteric, left Fair
hip; foot drop
8 Chip fracture, left lat^.ral malleolus Good
Right radial palsy
9 Bilateral fracture, os calsis Good
10 Fractured left tibia, Cnarcot joint Good
(right)
11 Fractured left tibial table Fair
12 Compound fracture lower tibia and Fair
fibula; partial left foot amputation
vtrith subcutaneous emphysema
IS Fractured pelvis Fair
14 Fracture ana impacted neck of left Good
humerus
15 Ruptured quadrice^^s, right patella Good
attachment; old poliomyelitis

DIAGNOSES AKD PROGNOSES (Conf )
Case # Diagnoses Prognoses
16 Oblique Fracture of right tibia. Good
chronic alcoholic
17 Arthritis, arteriosclerotic heart Fair
disease, compensated
18 Gout, left glass eye, 10;'^ vision of Fair
right eye.
19 Intertrochanteric fracture, left Good
femur; arthritis
20 Fr&ctured patella, lues, old raid- Poor
thigh amputation
21 Compound comminuted fracture of left Fair
tibia; questioned Korsakoff Syndrome
22 Fracturea right ankle and closed Good
reduction
Diseases of the Respiratory System
2Z> Pulmonary tuberculosis. X-ray positive Poor
24 Pulmonary tuberculosis, moderately Favorable
advanced
25 Pulmonary tuberculosis, moderately Favorable
advanced
26 Pulmonary tubertulcsis , Inactive later Fair
27 Chronic bronchial asthma Good
Diseases of the Cardiovascular System
28 Rheumatic Heart Disease Fair
29 Arteriosclerotic heart disease. Good
decompensated
50 Arteriosclerotic hec^rt disease; old Fair
cerebral thrombosis

53
Dli'^.GNOSES AND PROGNOSES (Cont'd)
Case 4 Diagnoses Prognoses
31 . Essential hypertension; cerebral Fair
thrombosis with left hemiplegia
32 Luetic heart disease Fair
33 Arteriosclerotic neart disease. Poor
moderate decompensation, auricular
fibrillation; late lues
34 Arteriosclerotic heart disease with Fair
auricular fibrillation
35 Cerebral thrombosis witn left Fair
hemiplegia, hypertensive heart disease
36 Hypertensive heart disease, bronchitis. Fair
barbiturate addiction
Diseases of the Digestive C'ystem
37 Gastro-intestinal bleeding; coronary
thrombosis with left hemiplegia
38 Chronic duodenal ulcer; optic atrophy
39 Double inguinal hernia, right and left
Diseases of the Endocrine System
40 Diabetes mellitus, amputation of Good
gangrenous toes, both feet
Diseases of the l^lervous System
41 Multiple sclerosis
,
pediculosis Poor
42 Parkinsonism Poor
43 Epilepsy Fair
44 Paralysis agitans; glaucoma OS and OD Poor
Guaraea
Fair
None

DI/iGNOSES AlvTD PROGNOSES (Cont'd)
Case Diagnoses Prognoses
45 Cerebral and general arterio- Fair
sclerosis aphaitia, malnourishuient
46 i.cute urinary retention with fecal Fair
impaction, old cerebrovascular
accident with soroe pccpalysis
Diseases due to Infection
47 Cellulitis of right hand, olci cerebro- i'air
vascular accident, hypertensive heart
disease, bronchial asthioa
4b Cellulitis of Scrotuia Good
Diseases due to New Growths
49 Carcinoma of rectum v.'ith colostomy Bad
and metastases
50 Metastatic Carcinoiiia Poor
51 j.ietastatic Melanotic carcinoma with r'oor
paraplegia
52 Carcinoma of Prostate Vvith advanced Poor
metastasis
55 uarcinonia of prostate with advanced Poor
iaetastasis
54 uarcinoraa of bladder v.ith metastasis Poor
55 carcinoma of pelvis anc left hip Poor
i3
selected for study, it is shown that only sixteen or a little
over one-iourth of the group had good prognoses. Fourteen had
prognoses of poor or worse. One patient's prognosis was not
given in the social case record, he had a diagnosis of double
inguinal hernia. There is no prognosis for such a condiDion
in itself, it depends on the amount of discomfort and incapa-
city involved by his way of life and his personal care.
The diagnoses in themselves greatly affectea discnarge
planning in many cases. The seven patients with cancer were
in need of terminal care. Most patients in the last stages of
cancer require nursing and some medical attention. Unless the
home conditions are exceptionally favorable the patient with
advancea cancer is better off in a hospital. Ruse Hav.'thorne
Lathrop Cancer xxospital is the main institutional resource
used by xioston City Hospital for terminal cancer care. It is
used not only because the care given there is satisfactory but
because it j.s privately endowed and free care is given,
une patient with tuberculosis had great difficulty in ac-
cepting her diagnosis. She refusea sanatorium care in the be-
ginning. Fortunately, toward the end of her hospitc.lization,
the disease was diagnosed as inactive and she was allowed to
convalesce in the home of her brother. In general, due to the
awareness of the public of the need for institutional care for
those suffering from this disease, patients will accept the
recommendation for sanatorium care and once the decision has
been made they are very restless until transferred, ihis is

clearly seen in two of the four patients v/ith tuberculosis.
One became so impatient that he left and v/ent by himself rath-
er than waiting another day for the transportation that had
been arrangec.
i.iDong the diseases of the nervous system presented by the
group, three patients had diseases which indicated the need
for more intensive nursing service as tne disease progressed.
These v^rere the patients with a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis,
of Parkinsonism, and of paralysis agitans. Institutional care
is usually advisable in these cases, unless a faiEily can af-
ford the very long term emotional and financial drain of tneir
care.
Heart disease, arthritis, diabetes, cancer, and diseases
of the nervous system occur, for the most part, in middle and
later life. Very little investigation has centered on the
diseases from which people of middle age suffer, let it is
generally conceded by those persons interested in the problems
of the clironically ill that they are not necessarily incapaci-
tated for active useful lives or for employment.
Since most diagnoses impose specific limitations as part
of treatment, examples have been selected of several typical
cases. These illustrations were selected to show how medical
recommendations necessitated change, at least for a short time,
in the patient's mode of living, some of the services required,
to arrange for tne meeting of these needs, and the concurrent
emotional factors in the specific cases.

Case 7,-5 was a sixty year old man with a p/ife and
three children. He had been supporting them by viovk-
ing as a steel-loader in a foundry prior to an accident
on the Boston iilevated Railroad. The diagnosis upon cid-
mission to the hospital w^a intraconoylar fracture of
the right femur. Treatment demanded that his leg be
placed in traction for at least six vveeks, follovving
which he would be given a knock knee brace. i:,ven with
this he v70Uld be allovvea no weignt bearing for another
six iveeks.
The patient had no savings ana the family was forced
to turn to public assistance for help during the pa-
tient's unremunerative recuperation period. jiH accident
claim had been filed but adjustment could not be expected
for many months. The family was forced to apply for j-iid
to Dependent Children . Hospital funds had to be provided
for the patient's brace.
Fortunately the home was adequate for the convales-
cent care of the patient follo^mig his traccion treat-
ment. Despite the initial recommendation for only six
vveeks in traction the patient had to reiociin in the hos-
pital for eight v;eeks. upon his return home he had to
undergo a period of further unemployiienL during which he
learned to adjust the brc_ce.
Case fz-'l^ v/as a fifty-five year old v/idow, who had
been supporting herself by doing part-timt. house^'ork.
Her diagnosis upon admission to the Hospital was compound
fracture of lower tibia and fibula with partial traumatic
amputation of the left foot and subcutaneous emphysema.
Although she had a fair prognosis, treatment was long and
she was hospitalized six months, the end of three
montns she riad a second operation, and then a third at
the end of the fourth month, because she vms not healing
properly.
The patient had been self-sufficient, indej^endent in
Spirit and filled vvith pride. During her period of hos«*
pitalization she became sorry for herself and deeply
worried that she woulci not be able to support herself in
the future. She also feared inability to get about, even
with the aid of a brace. The patient was suffering much
pain during treatment which naturally affected her state
of mind.
i ollcing discharge from the liospital, it was neces-
sary for the yatient to move in to her daughter's home be
cause she lacked income anc. physical ability to manage
alone. Sne was still v/earing a cast at that time, une
month later a second cast Y/as applied and the patient Y/as
still confined to a bed-chair existence. lor many more
months siie was followed clinically until she \7as dis-
charged.

Case rr'o2 was a fifty-eight year old man who was ad-
mitted to the Hospital .vith an acute exacerbation of his
arteriosclerotic heart condition. According to tne. diag-
nosis and recommendations he had auricular fibrillation
and would neeo. some convalescent care upon discharge,
then restricted activity, help in finding v/ork suitable
to his physical limitations, and follow-up care in the
out-patient Department . ihe patient, who was single, had
been supporting himself as a dishwasher, iie had been
living alone in a single room on the third floor of a
rooming house. The doctor warned that the patient must
move to first floor quarters as he nould never again be
able to climb many stairs. His only relative, a half
sister, did not have adequate facilities to offer him a
home or funds for nursing care. Despite much medical in-
terpretation by the doctor ano the medical social worker
concerning his chronic need to restrain from j-jhysical
exertion, the patient still expected complete cure, yet
was fearful of ending his days in a hospital for the
chronically ill. The patient finally had to go to a
nursing home, the cost of v/hich had to be met by the
liospital because of lack of other resources, shortly
after discharge to this home tne patient had to be re-
admitted to the Hospital ana he died.
Case f/4<3 was a sixty-two year old man v/ith a diagnosis
of paralysis agitans ana glaucoma of both eyes. His prog-
nosis was poor. He had been ill for L-iany years but had
not been too great a burden upon his vjife as far as the
demands of nursing care were concerned, ne had been re-
ceiving seven dollars a \7eek, tne maximum assistance grant
of Dependent Aid, In order to maintain their home his
T/ife worked as a seamstress.
Beside medication prescribea, it w-'as recommended that
the patient continue activity to the extent of his physi-
cal capacity and that he receive supportive nursing care.
Chronic nursing care in an institution was indicated for
the remainder of the patient's life.

CHAPTER V
SOCIAL FINDINGS
EiDotional I'ccCtors Involved in Planning
The effect of the eootxons of o. patieiit in rtgard to the
nature of his disease, the course of treatment, and the ef-
fects of the disease u^.on his normal inoae of living play a
vital part in medical-social planning. Illness is
_
riisarily
a medical problem, but it is also a social and an economic one,
ijo tvfo patients have identical reactions to the same disease.
The understanding by the doctor and medical social v/orker of
the significance of the disease to the patient is derived from
trained observation of personality reactions and careful con-
sideration of the Case history.
It is impossible to categorize the emotional factors in
order to evaluate them, liy presenting summaries of some of
the social case records of the group studied some insight into
the complicated ramifications of planning should be given.
The patient must be seen in the total environmental picture.
First, he is a patient in the hospital; seconc, he is o, member
of a family or intimate social group; third, he is a member of
the community. The influence of each circle of his contact re-
acts upon him and he in turn leaves an impression upon it.
In the sections on cources of Income, on tavings, on the
Length of Hospitalization, and on Degrees of uisability men-
tion was made of some of the broader economic aspects of hos-
pitalization as they affect the patient. In the sections on
59.
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Marital Status and Dependents and on Mode of Living some of
the difficulties of planning are shown as they affect the pa-
tient within his circle of family and friends. In the section
on Degrees of Disability some of the differing effects of
acute and chronic disease are presented as they relate to the
emotional equilibrium of the patient. It is the pressures
from all these forces as they interact that will be shov/n in
the case summaries presented for illustration.
Case #1 was a sixty-four year old, unmarried woman
who had been working as a dishwasher in a hotel to sup-
port herself. She was suffering from a fractured hip.
The patient had many good friends who visited her but
only one relative, a niece. They were unable to assist
the patient financially or to offer a home for her con-
valescence. The patient had no savings and was only
eligible for Dependent Aid, The maximum grant available
from that agency was not sufficient to pay for private
nursing home care. She had been hospitalizec for four
months, then required several months of nursing care
before the nail used in treatment could be removed from
her hip. Following the second operation she would re-
quire further convalescent care before she could return i
to her routine way of life. It was determined that the
patient had a Lynn settlement and therefor it was neces-
sary to arrange for institutional nursing care in Lynn.
The patient was upset about being sent to another city
for her care and also by the long period of incapacity.
Case #2 was a sixty-one year old widow. She had
been living alone with her dog for many years, supported
by a Veteran's Pension. This patient 'i. increasing v/eak-
ness following admission to the hospital with acute uri-
nary retention and fecal impaction complicated by an old
cerebro-vascular accident which had left slight paralysis
and her subsequent dependency forced her to accept niars-
ing home arrangements despite the fact that her greatest
desire was to retain her home furnishings and her dog.
The permanent relinquishing of familiar and cherished
possessions is one of the most traiimatic experiences of pa-
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tients who require chronic care.
In mctny Coses single patients v/ithout close ties oi fami-
ly or friends who have undergone lorjg periods of institutional
nursing care become very dependent upon the protection of such
custodial care when they are subsequently discharged. In
later illnesses- they are usually eager to retuj?n to such care.
Case ;.'( is such an example. He xiaci been at the ttate
Infirmary at Tev/ksbury for many years suffering from
asthma. Upon (ischarge from that institution he had been
attempting to maintain himself oS a bar porter. hen
hospitalized with a fro.ctured hip he was Oc^ger to return
again to Tevvksbury.
Ihe feeling of dependency caused by illness is irritat-
ing to some pc^tients but to others it offers satisfaction and
they dread being discharged because of the tiireat of bting
forced to maintain their ovvn needs, c-ome, when finally dis-
charge?., seek employment in any capacity at the Hospital.
Case f/6 WdS a fifty-eight year olo single man who
had been employed as an accountant at a shipyard, o-^e be-
came so dependent that he sought to enlist political aid
in remaining in the Hospital follovcing the acute stage
of treatment for his frt.ctured ankle, ne was unsuccess-
ful.
Patients frequently suffer from the fear i:hL>t their jobs
will not be held for them. In such instances txie social work-
er can often be of some help in establishing the understanding
and the cooperation of the employer in relieving this fear.
Lack of security is an important factor in the cause and
course of disease, vorry and fear are probably more iiarmful
than disease. It has often been saia that tne inc.ustrial con-
valescent tends to return to v/ork too soon just because of his
« II
increasing dread of insecurity.
Lase i 15 was a fifty-eight year old single man who
had been supporting himself as an elevator operator be-
fore he Vi'as hospitalized \7j.th ruptured quadriceps, xhe
treatment necessitated no v/eignt bearing for six weeks,
riis prognosis ^vas good. Ti.e patient w^s referred to
social service lor teioporary aid. The patient, who had
been lame for icany years due to an old poliomyelitis
disability was cooperative ancl optimistic, ihe m^orker
was c.ble to arrange that his job be held, jrit the end
of the first month the patient was discharged with the
recommi^ndation th^-t he receive physio-therapy treatment
several times a weeK., j-^t about tiiis time the patient
began to worry again abouc his job, ihe social worker
again obtained reassurance from the employer that it
would be held. The patient was most eager to keep this
job to T7hich he had so well adjusted xvith his former
disability. After another month tne :,.atient was alloxved
to return to -work. At the end of three days his legs
began to swell and the doctor orderea that he give up
his job and obtain sedentary work. This meant a retrain-
ing process and ne'.v adjustment, a physically and emotion-
ally difficult task despite the aid of social service
agencies.
Case 7M8 was a similar problem. The patient, a fifty
year old v;idov7er had been supporting his v/idoi^-ed daughter
and grandchild, i-or fifteen years he had -^-orn a pros-
thesis because of an olo. mid thigh amputation. He had ob-
tained a job as a night cleaner at one of the colleges
and ijade adequate adjustment to the v/ork. The neYi injury
diagnosed as fracture of right tibia and fibula required
three montns hospitalization. This accident completely
disabled the patient, j-.ttempts to help him to v/alk 'vith
the aid of a brace v.'ere unsuccessful, xhe social v/orker
sought to alleviate his intense depression by referring
him for service from rehabilitation ana home work agencies
Long delay due to inadeq-oatc resources added to the pa-
tient's dejection.
In an article on "The Money Value of a ^an" put out by
the iietropolitan Life Insurance Corapaiiy the problem of physictl
incapacity is discussed from the standpoint of age and earning
ability. This article speaks of tne grave difficulty of read-
justing to nev. employment conditions •^hen a man becomes middle
age or older. One 01 the reasons giv . n is that the v/age earner

has the ret^ onsibility oi su upor ting a family, tne consump-
tion costs of which incrocse until the wjuge earner is in his
sixties, i.t tho.t time the average farjily usually a.feain con-
sists of only husband and 7/ife as it was in the beginning be-
fore children vrere added to the unit. During the earlier
years the current needs of his family are only pert of a man's
moral family obligation. In addition, he has the responsibi-
lity of making provisions for his dependents in c<.se of his
untimely death. Among the lower income groups there is usv.al-
ly no o,.portunity to establish this reserve protection. There-
for such a m an disabled in his productive years is economical-
ly v/orse off tho.n the family of the man ola enough to receive
retiremexit income or Old Age iissistance. It must be reraemberec
that it is mainly this lower income group that is seen at the
Boston City Hospital,
The problem of fin(.ing adequate nursing home or institu-
tional care facilities to m^ct individual needs will be dis-
cussed v/ith specific reference co cases under the sections on
Resources anc Disposition of Patients, Sectarian preference,
transportation problems of jf'o-tient and visitors, and delays in
obtaining adequate disposition of case needs all have a deeply
emotional effect upon patients. Some patients do not meke ad-
equate personality adjustments when settled in nursing homes
equipped to meet their s;.ecific medical needs. In some in-
stances it is necessary to transfer such patients tv;u or tiriree
times
,

Among the i.c.tients viho had relt-tives with hoints nd.ving
adequate c^re f^.cilities, such resources ccuic not be used in
several cases because of faiuily tension, i-requently, although
relatives had given care to patients during the e^^rly stages
of illness the strain because too great when it was deterinined
that the disease was chronic and such service Vv'as then with-
dra'^Tii. The patient usually indicated through de^jression his
feeling of rejection ana much tactful interi.reto.tion I'fas need-
ed to obtain any acceptance of a secondary plan. In a fevy
cases wherein families first refused to give home c^tc to the
patient, ./hen the substitute plan had been made, their guilt
reactions forced thein to insist upon cssoming the burden,
tuch unv/illing -care cannot give much satisfaction tu the pa-
tient. Recognition of this fact by the doctors ana social
workers led to delay in discharge from the Hospital of several
patients to such homo situations.
Case o4 was a fifty-nine year ola house , ife ad-
mitted with a diagnosis of hypertension, bronchitis,
hypertensive heart disease, neuritis, ana barbiturate
addiction. She was given symptomatic treatment and ivas
ready for aiscnarge in one month. Her married daughter
indicating friction between herself cn-i the patient
siiggested cnronic hos^-ital care for her. The patient's
husband, a chronic alcoholic and tne daughter agreed
that Long Island Hospital V7as suitable. The husband in
the i,ast had not been de^.endable or cooperu.tivo with the
patient according to the social history. At the last
minute he changed his miad and professing to make
amends took her home.
Case 7/47 was a sixty year old carpenter who had a
diagnosis of cancer of the rectum with colostomy and
raetasteses. His prognosis v/as bad. Permanent nursing
care was recommended. The home consisted of his wife,
his mother, his two sisters, and a son who was in the
1I
J
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Army. The v/ife expressed resentment of tae inadequ£.te
income the patient had been ^^rovidint: during the ^^ast
£eiv years since the onset of his illijess, '6he agreed
to his going to the Hose Hawthorne Lathrop Cancer Hos-
pital as she felt she could noi. carry through the chores
necessitated by home care. The patient was most eager
to go home and refused to consider the plc-..n for hosidtal-
ization. t'lnally the ivife agreed to let him come home
if the Visiting Nurse v/ould do the nursing. Because
of her negative attitude and the patient's intense emo-
tional dissatisfaction the doctor ano social v/orker
planned to keep the .^atient on the ward for a longer
period. At the end of three months he died in the
Hospital.
These various problems are not exceptions. They are
routinely familiar to the social v;orker and are but a few of
tue many that are presented.
Disposition of Patients
The final disposition of the fifty-five patients studied
is presented in T^ble X. This table Vvas set u^' according to
sex so that it might be possible to note the proportion of
male patients who were able to return to the community in self-
sustaining capacity, ivien in this age group are expected to be
employable according to the present philosophy of the nation.
it appears that less than one fourth, or twenty-three per
cent, of the male patients Vi^ere able to be aischarged to their
own care. Slightly more than one third, or thirty-five per
cent, of the female patients vvere left in their ov;n care. Only
one female patient v/as transferred to another institution,
whereas over one third of the male ^)atients required longer
hosiiitalization.

lABLJ:. X
DISPOblxION OF THb
FIFTY-FIVE PATIii^NTb STUDIED
Status Males Females Total
Total 38 17 55
Own Care 7 6 lo
Care of
Relatives 2 1 S
institution 19 1 20
Public iigency 5 7 10
Private Agency 2 2
Lost 2 1 o
Died '6 1 4
According to an evaluation of these hospital transfers
all were for long terns care if not terminal care. The female
patient was transferred to tPxO Hose Hav/thorne Lathrop Cancer
nospital for terminal care, live male and i^even female pa-
tients were transferred to the care of other socid agencies.
This means that they were back in the community but unable to
manage without some form of assistance, mainly financial.
Several patients in this group v/ere convalescing in nursing
homes, funds for which were Mrovided by ohese agencies. The
patients \fho are categorized as lost v/eie discharged and left

the iiospital before the social worker v/as informed of their
discharge plans or they left against the advice v'ith the, ex-
pressed statement that they did not v/ish further assistance.
Follo\%^-up visits were not aade by the social worker to the lat-
ter group. Of the former group follo.v-up visits to the ad-
dresses given by the patient for tiae Hospital records showed
that the patient \vas no longer living there and his ne-' ad-
dress was unioiovvn.
Of the twenty patients requiring chronic institutional
care twenty were from the medical services. This ^as undoubt-
edly due to the fact that the majority of patients suffering
from the degenerative diseases were medical rather than surgi-
cal cases, Tne surgical cases were rrjainly accident cases in-
volving orthopedic treatinent. Probably half of those patients
sent to other hospitals could have received adequate nursing
care in
i
rivate homes of relatives or friends if such v/ere
available or in nursing homes if they could h^ve afforded it.
The implication appears to be that all required custodial care
in a hospital set-u^t,'. In the chapter on the Lmotionai Factors
Involved in x^lanning, reference is made and examples sho\m of
patients physically cblo to manage in the community if they
could have received adequate boarding care supplemented by
periodic medical folloiv-up in clinics ano from the Visiting
mrse Association,
Use of resources plays a prominent part in tne find dis-
position of patients. It is from an evaluation of the adecua-
cies of resources used that v/e get a more realistic picture of
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the significance of disease in its effect u,;.on the mode of
living of the patient.
Resources
Existing facilities for the Cc.re of the sick, particiild.r-
ly the ciironic sick, present a most disturbing picture. This
is especially true for those patients who are too old to be
cared for under existing child care prograjias and are not old
enough to meet tne requireruents for ola age vrogro-ms, in gen-
eral, most social agencies are reluctant to v/ork uith patients
requiring long terra or terminal care, Tne reason is ^artly
economic. Voluntary agencies, for example, cannot carry a
long term burden and serve as many persons as vsrell, or as wide-
ly, as their policy demands. The high cost of equipment, la-
bor, an. general living costs nave made tne running of nursing
homes appear to be a most unprofitable and an aggravating busi-
ness. The lacK of emotional satisfactions attendant upoii care
of a physically degenerating patient are a minor but an exist-
ing factor, .-^.gencies tend to jugt;le the responsibility for
tiiem.
Table XI presents a list of all the resources used by the
medical sucial Vi^orkers in planning to meet tr^e needs of each
of the fifty-five patients. In many cases, severa.! resources
were used for one patient. These resources vvill be designated
as adequate or inadequate in some of the case ei^amiiles ivresent-
ed in this chapter. The use of the term adequate merely sig-
nifies that by use of this resource the more x.ressing social

TABLPj XI
Rl^SOURCES USLD FOi. THE
FIFIY-FIVZ PATIEi^ITb STUDIED
Kesuurces .edica.1 Tot£.l
Rose Hawthorne Lathrop
Cai.icer iiospitc.!
Jev/ish jYiemorial Hospital
Middlesex banitorium
.orcester Sanitoriuin
Rutland banitorium
State Infirmary
.
Tewksbury)
Lynn Infirmary
iVest Roxbury Veteran's
Hospital
Kehoughton Virginia
Veterans » HoSvdtal
Veterans' Administration
boldiers' Relief
Bureau for the blind
Dependent^ jAd
Hid to Leuendent
Children
Catnulic Charitable ^ureau
Industrial iiid bociety
Lend-A-iland Society
Vocational Rehabilitation
4
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
1
1
4
1
ti
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
4
~Z
11
1
1
2
5
1
J
RESOURCES (Cont'd;
Resources
United btdtes
Eiiiployrnent Service
Visiting Nurse dissociation
Red tross Transportation
Cooperative .-orkshop
Lhuman P'und
Community Federation
Aliotiiient rund
Boston Dispensary
Friends
Relatives
..ledicul cLirgiCo-l Total
1 1
1 1
k 2
1 1
4 2 6
B 8
1 1
6 5 6
and the medical problems were met to an extent compatible
with the health and emotional satisfaction oi the indiviaual
patient. Tne teriii inadequate, for the purpose of this study,
signifies that the total need of the moment could not be met
or that tnere was dissatisfaction on the part of the patient.
Rose iiawthorne Lathrop Cancer Hos^^itai was used for the
terminal care of six of the seven patients suffering from
cancer. The seventh patient died in tne nospital. This vol-
untary hospital offered excellent medical care at no cost to
the patient. The major drawback to the use of this facility
was its distance from tne City of Boston. It is located in
c1
Fall River, Four of the six patients transferred there ex-
pressed deep concern about the difficulty relatives and their
friends v/ould have in visiting. One patient, a fifty-five
year old single man, despite anticipating that his death woulc
occur shortly, refused to go there until one family, his only
close friends, agreed to visit frequently. Another patient
and his seven dependents were deeply disturbed about the cost
of traveling thi.t distance as they were being supported by
Aid to Dependent Children since the patient's onset of ill-
ness. Another problem met in obtaining care for cancer pa-
tients is the fact that there is a long waiting list for ad-
mission to the Hospital, It is not unusual to have the delay
last several months. As most patients suffering from cancer
are not aware of their diagnosis they become very restless
awaiting transfer or discharge. This occurred in the case of
a fifty-two year old unmarried clockmaker. He was willing to
go to another hospital for further treatment but grew list-
less and dejected during the two month waiting period.
The Jewish Memorial Hospital, a private institution for
chronically ill Hebrew men and women was used for the trans-
fer of one patient. This hospital has one social worker who
does mainly recreational service for the patients. The wait-
ing list is long as this is the only Hebrew hospital for
chronic diseases in the City and its bed capacity is still
small although it is being enlarged.
Case #42 was the sixty-two year old Jewish patient
suffering from paralysis agitans and glaucoma referred
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> to in the chapter on Diagnoses. The greatest factor
involved in meeting his social neeo. was a religious
one. ne understood and accepted the fact that his
v:ife did not have the strength to continue to care for
him at home and was willing to go to a hospital ^or a
nursing home if it met the dietary lav/s of his reli-
gion and he could be with patients^ of his ovm faith.
The nursing homes fulfilling these requirements were
more costly than non-sectarian homes. The family was
being supported by public funds ""ith a mciXimum grant
of seven dollars per week alloued the patient. ±h±s
v/as approximately one-fifth the amouiit needeci. for the
nursing home care. There was a delay of more than a
month before, the patient was acceptea by the hospital.
Although this period vvras fraught with tension anc
fears, the patient and his family v/ere satisfied ivhen
he was admitted, Ihis resource therefor proved
adequate.
Ihe Rutland, Middlesex County, and the \.'orcester bani-
toriums were used for three patients suffering from pulmonary
tuberculosis, ijettlement requirements ?/ere tne bases for se-
lection of them. In two of these Cccses the problem of delay
in transfer was the major cause of inadequacy from the stanci-
point of the patients. One patient remained six months au'ait-
ing admission and the other patient v/aiteu one month. The
latter was so seriously disturbed by this fact that when he
received word of his acceptance he insisted upon going alone
by bus rather than waiting until the next day for a relative
to drive him there as 'ivas arranged by tne social worKer, This
patient had good insignt into his illness and was resigned to
tne situation. The distance from boston WcxS not a ^-roblem in
any of these cases because two of the patients vvere more ac-
cessible to their friends and relatives by this move and the
third had dissolved his family connections many years before.

Delay in transfer is also an administrative probleii; of
major concern to the ixospital. A general hospital must be
equipped to handle the demand for beds. Chronically ill pa-
tients hamper the flexibility required to d., this. Loas
states that in general hospitals the chronic sicj^ art regard-
ed as intruders v^ho divert the activities of the institution
from its proper purpose. Facilities are not adapted to their
needs in general hosoitals and it is unnecessarily expensive
1
to kee. them there. Particularly in cases of contagious dis-
eases such as tuberculosis, the hospital is handicapped as it
is necessary to isolc^te such patients. This r^^sults in a
lessening of space and a curtailment of activity on the part
of the medical and nursing staff.
Of the six patients transferred to the ttate Infirmary
at Tevvksbury, only one patient was eager to go. He had been
there before and at the time of planning v/as greatly dis-
couraged about his ^.<oor recu^.erative powers. Ihe otner five
patients, their families an. friends needed much interpreta-
tion of the need of the use of this plan before it v/as ac-
ceptable,
at the State Infirmary care is provided to "indigent and
r-i
sick persons not chargeable for su; port to any city or town-.
The institution has resident and visiting medical staffs,
1 Lrnst P. boas. The Unseen I'xague Chronic ^^.iseccse .
2 Annual i\eport of the Massachusetts Department of
public to'elfare, 19c4, p. 41

nursing and social worK service. Over crovv ding is a Trequent
problem, ojecause of this there is olten long delay in gain-
ing admission there. Tht feeliug involved regai-ding original
dissatisfaction with plans for use of this hospital appear to
be emotional, rs ori£;inally this institution 'was alms-
house it seems to connote some social stigmata to patients
who have been financially independent prior to illness or
where family pride is injured when chronic need forces the
family to relinquish its care of the patient.
Medically, service is adequate at this institution, al-
though less crowded conditions v/ould make for less strain.
Often patients are sent there because of lack of resources,
generally financial, to send them to more emotionally satis-
fying places. Ihe long waiting perioas indiCdte the need for
more institutions set up to meet the needs of this economical-
ly dependent group. Ihe waiting periods xiere as in all cases
of chronic need, badly effect the proper administration of a
general hospital.
Three patients were sent to Veterans' iidministration
hospitals, iidequate medical care was provided in each case.
Two of the veterans ;vere emotionally dependent upon the ad-
ministration as vv-ell as financially, and were eager to go.
The third patient, who was
^
sychotic but not committc^ble, re-
fused at first to sign papers for admission but eventually
did. The delay of all three in gaining admission was diffi-
cult for the patients and the liospital administration.

r ortunaMy, one man v/as able to pay for nursing home care be-
tween discharge ana transfer, a second one required supple-
mentation from boldiers' Relief to do the same. The third
was kept at the hospital until transfer.
Soldiers' Relief was used in four cases to supply sup-
plefiientation of pensions and the contributions oi relatives
to meet nursing home costs, i^ssistance frcu this agency was
prompt and adequate for those who were eligible, it was de-
nied to one patient because of the ineligibility of his sta-
tus
.
The services of the Bureau for the Jilind Vi'ere used for
two patients, ±n both cases this agency assumed full finan-
cial obligation as well as supervision of all social and medi-
cal-social planning and casework service. It vjus a most ade-
quate resource from all standpoints.
Dependent ^iid was used as a resource for eleven patients.
Some difficulty was found in thu adequacy of this resoLircc,
In one instance, it was necessary for the patient to deplete
his savings of twenty-five dollars before he Vi^as eligible.
This requirement leaves the patient with a feeling of great
insecurity. The budgetary standards were based upon a maxi-
mum grant of seven dollars per v/eek. This is rarely suffi-
cient to adec-ately provide for the .physical welfare of pa-
tients lacking other income. It die. suit the neea. of one pa-
tient. That was for payment of nursing home care at one of
the very few excellent nursing hoK.es charging ininimal rates.

The Industrial Aid Society had to supplement the Dependent
l!
I'
Aid grant of one patient to meet nursing home costs pending
his admission to the Rose Hawthorne Lathrop Cancer Hospital.
Referral to Dependent Aid was made in five cases at final
disposition by the Hospital Social Service Department. The
low budgetary standards which precluded planning on an indi-
vidual basis as is done for the Old Age Assistance recipient
made this resource generally inadequate for plaijiing to meet
the needs of this age group.
Lend-A-Hand Society was an excellent resource in meeting
the small cost of specific appliances used at medical recom-
mendation. They supplied funds for an eighteen dollar brace
for one surgical patient and a ten dollar cost for another.
For two patients they paid for several weeks of nursing care.
In one case for which aid was sought it was refused temporari-
ly because the agency funds were depleted. In each case
wherein they granted assistance they were prompt to make the
decision and in paying.
The use of special funds available to Boston City Hospi-
tal Social Service Department, such as the Shuman Fund and
the allotment from the Community Fund, was of great help in
meeting emergency needs for medical appliances and nursing
home care for patients requiring this service for a brief
time. Such funds were used for fourteen of the total patient
i
group.
Relatives offered resources such as funds and their homes
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for convalescent care in only six cases. Friends contributed
similarly in only three cases.
The most significant factors gained from this survey of
resources appears to be the lack of institutional facilities
for the care of those patients requiring chronic care. This
lack is seen in the long delay involved in transferring those
patients who were accepted eventually. Repeated throughout
many of the case records of these patients is the problem of
distance from their recent homes. Being uprooted from fami-
liar surroundings is always upsetting to a patient. It is
even more depressing when the patient is aware that such a
move will last a long time. Overcrowding of the few available
institutions for clironic care was so bad during the period
studied that the Long Island Hospital and Infirmary, a public
institution for long term care for the City of Boston, was not
available. Its waiting list was so long that new applications
were not accepted although in one case an attempt was made to
use it. The patient's name remained on the waiting list for
fifteen months. At the end of that time the patient died in
the Hospital.
The second most serious problem presented was the inad-
equacy of financial grants from Dependent Aid, the only form
of assistance for which many of the patients studied were eli-
gible. The maximum grant has been raised three dollars per
week within recent months. From the medical needs presented
by several of the patients it is apparent that this increase
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wolild not have been adequate.
Private social agencies refuse to accept a case that in-
dicates a long term need and little hope for improvement.
They will also not take a discharged patient requiring only-
financial help. The public agency. Dependent Aid, cannot, ac-
cording to their present budgetary standards, adequately sup-
port an ailing person in the community imless that patient is
fortunate enough to be admitted to the one qualified low cost
nursing home in Boston,
The need for short term grants averaging one hundred dol-
lars for a few weeks appears to be significant. Special pri-
vate funds to provide this will be necessary until the public
recognizes that assuming the responsibility for expending
greater amounts for rehabilitative short term nursing care is
as worthy as barely sustaining an individual for the remain-
der of his life.
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CHAPTER VI
THE ROLE OF THE MEDICAL SOCIAL WORKER
Recognition of the grave importance of peace of mind or
emotional security to the welfare of the patient has created
the need for casework service in hospitals. The doctor does
|
not have the time, and in some instances the training to fer-
ret out the fears and lacks of the individual patient. It is
the medical social worker who finds them, and seeks and finds
suitable ways of meeting them. She serves as a liason person
between doctor and patient, patient and his family, and the
patient and commimity. One of her major functions is inter-
pretation. She helps to make the patient understand the medi-
cal recommendations and she follows the patient as long as
necessary to help him to continue them. She also interprets
his needs to other social agencies to obtain their resourcex
when needed. She can contribute through her knowledge of the
emotional factors affecting the patient to the doctor's fuller
understanding . Boas says that the function of the medical so-
cial worker is to aid the physician in the treatment of the
ill. She does not treat the diseases; she treats the patient.
She discovers and interprets the social and economic factors
involved in the sickness and tries to regulate them, so that
they will favorably influence the outcome of the illness.
Equally important, she instructs the patient and leads him to
an adjustment of his illness and to his environment. The so-
cial factors in the care of chronic patients should be dealt
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with as definitely and systematically as medical factors.
Ward patients in Boston City Hospital generally present
financial need based upon their physical incapacity, I'l'hether
the patient needs an appliance, nursing care upon discharge
or maintenance of himself or his family during his incapacity
he is generally without resources to supply it. In many
cities throughout the United States non-profit plans for hos-
pital care insurance have been established. Although plans
may vary in scope and nature of benefits, in general, they
provide from three to four weeks of hospital service each
year. Benefits do not cover fees to private phj-^sicians or
nurses. These plans do not provide care for the indigent or
unemployed, although ideally through such plans employed
groups can finance medical care themselves. Such short term
programs do not greatly benefit those who suffer from chronic
diseases, which require prolonged treatment. This was most
apparent among the group studied. Even if they had been
covered by those existing hospital insurance programs they
would not have met what proved to be the greatest need, funds
for nursing or for chronic care.
The medical social worker in helping the patient to fol-
low recommendations made by the doctor often has to do inten-
sive interpretation to his family. Their attitudes toward
1 Arthur C, Eachmeyer, M. D,, and Gerhard Hartman,
Ph. D,. editors. The Hospital in Modern Society, pp, 699-703,
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the illness as well as toward the patient often greatly af-
fects their cooperation. When the family feels they cannot
provide nursing service in their homes they are often left
with strong feelings of guilt. The medical social worker
can often help them to work this out while helping the patieni
to understand the situation.
In many cases one of the most important roles of the
medical social worker was to provide supportive casework dur-
ing long periods of hospitalization of patients. This was
particularly necessary since a large number of the group
studied were without relatives or close friends who could he
counted on to give the patient the emotional satisfaction of
feeling someone had interest in him.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study of the medical-social probleras of patients
in the age group from fifty to sixty-five as seen at the Bos-
ton City Hospital has presented certain findings. Although
the scope of the study is not of sufficient magnitude to have
statistical validity, I believe that the basic conclusions
to be drawn have sufficient merit to warrant suggestions for
some changes, extensions, and additions of service to this
age group.
It is apparent that this patient group at the Hospital
is almost completely dependent upon its weekly or even day to
day wage income. There are relatively no preparations for a
"rainy day" through savings or some type of health insurance
plan. Illness in almost every case made the patient econom-
ically dependent, at least for the duration of hospitaliza-
tion, upon the public. Among those patients, approximately
two-thirds of the total group, suffering from long term or
terminal chronic diseases, the public was bearing the burden
indefinitely. There is general acceptance of the fact that
chronic disease incapacitating a man from gainful employment
is a major problem of the aged. The physical deterioration
of the old is considered a natural phenomenon. Arbitrarily,
the demarcation line, at which time this may be expected to
appear, has been set by Federal legislation at sixty-five
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years. There is little recognition that a vast number of
persons in a younger age group might be manifesting these
same illnesses.
Only one public institution, badly overcrowded, was
available for patients suffering from general organic degen-
eration. There were chronic hospitals for specific ailments
such as cancer and tuberculosis but they, too, were over-
crowded as well as too distant for convenience. Institutions,
programs or special services for less than complete long term
custodial care were not available in sufficient quantity or
quality
•
General recognition of the emotional component of ill-
ness in this age group is almost completely lacking. A glanc€
at the available resources indicates this fact. It appears
to be the headache of each city or town or state to handle it
as it can or will to meet the needs of this age group. They
just do not fit. They do not have the sympatic that goes out
to the ailing aged or the sick child. And this group has
reached the stage in life where they cannot expect to have
the recuperative powers of the yoimg. Although few persons
are willing to admit deterioration, it is medically recog-
nized that responsibilities should be lessened after the age
of fifty. Yet economic factors keep people straining at
their work. Worry and fear of insecurity become more rampant
with awareness of lessening physical ability and capacity and
the knowledge that adequate social protection cannot be coimt-
/f
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Ied on before a man is sixty-five.
This group appears to be a lonely group. Family ties
and friendship bonds are few and where they exist are often
loose. Yet the sick patient is a dependent person. The doc-
tor and the social worker can give him emotional supportive
help for a brief time only. The medical social worker can
recognize the social and economic factors involved in his
illness and can try to regulate them favorably. When he is
finally discharged from medical treatment she can offer no
more than the services of the available agencies for the fur-
ther protection and guidance of the patient.
In evaluating the final disposition of patients, one of
the most unfortunate situations that is forced by lack of re-
sources is the placing in an institution of a patient who
merely needs boarding home care, rather than nursing care.
Such patients cannot afford care in licensed nursing homes at
their present high rates and they do not really need such in-
tensive care. Housekeeping service, which is v/hat they real-
ly need cannot be provided for the person who lives alone in
a room as the majority of patients did.
Nursing homes in seeking sufficient profit are reluctant
to admit any patient not requiring at least bed-chair care
because the standard rate for ambulatory patients, as set by
the Public Welfare Department is too low. It has been neces-
sary at times for the medical worker to request bed-chair
rate assistance for a patient who actually reqiiires ambulatory
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care, merely to obtain a place in a nursing home where he
would be happy and well cared for. At other times sufficient
funds to carry through such a plan have had to be garnered
from several sources. As all agencies obtain their funds
from the public either through ta-xation or directly intended
contribution obtained from the Community Fund drives, it
seems unrealistic and foolish for such a situation to exist.
The problem of long hospitalization because of inade-
quacy of resources to which to transfer a patient when he is
ready is particularly serious in a general public hospital?
It is a professional drain upon the medical, nursirig, admin-
istrative, and social work staffs and an economic drain upon
the community. Boston City Hospital is a general hospital
established to care for the acutely ill. It cannot accept
the responsibility for those who suffer from chronic disease.
The chronic sick need special help to adapt themselves to
living as full lives as pos bible. This help cannot be given
in a general hospital. The patient therefor suffers by re-
maining.
Society has a moral obligation, as well as the need to
protect itself, in seeking to prevent, delay, and to amelior-
ate the degenerative diseases through control measures. Much
medical and social research and planning has been done for
children and the aged. Little has been done for this age
group which so greatly needs it. Early diagnosis and treat-
ment available to all persons regardless of economic status
±s most important. A program to achieve this requires much
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public education and subsequent extension of public facilitie
The eventual saving will be worth the investment.
With the financial drain of illness upon this age group
being so great and the demand for free care so apparent, re-
alizing that the funds used to pay for such care at the pre-
sent are divided, though stemming from the one source, the
community, it does seem that greater integration should be
obtained. Voluntary or compulsary health care programs can
not handle this problem of the patient who financially lives
from week to week.
The medical social worker too often accepts the problem
of inadequacy of resources as being irremediable at the time
she is working with cases and therefor does not help to point
out need for change through her recording of the problems
met. By presenting them through staff conferences, and the
like, some pressure may be brought to bear by her agency upon
those in the community who are in a position to influence
public thinking and public action.
First steps must come first. It seems indicated that
the order of stepping is first toward public understanding
by means of public education, then integration of agency re-
sources to allow for greater facility of service, then ex-
pansion of facilities toward the goal of enriching the lives
of the medically needy, and last, the organization of a pro-
gram of preventive medicine that the life our culture has
lengthened may be more satisfying to the individual.
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Sample of Sched\G.e Used in the Study-
Record # ARe Sex # of I)ependents
Marital Status. Single M W Sep Div
Date Admitted Date Discharged
Medical Diagnosis
Medical Prognosis
—
-
Medical Recommendation
.
.
Degree of Disability: Acute Chronic
Ambulatory Bed-Chair Bed
Reason for Referral to Social Service
—^--^
, ^ _ _
Occupation Savings
Source of Income
Need for Financial Help
Resources of Relatives or Friends
Emotional Factors Involved in Making a Social Plan
Adeauacy of Resources in Making Plan
(over)
v"T;--;:
Final Disposition
Additional Comments ' "
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